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I. Introduction 

Surface mining is a complex materials handling problem that involves the task of 
removing and replacing different overburden strata and loading and hauling coal in 
a specific order. }liners have large capital investments in primary strippers, 
bulldozers, scrapers, loaders, and haulers. Excess capacity of any unit results in 
higher investment than necessary and fixed costs for which the miner receives no 
return; but heavy penalties may be assessed against under-capacity if the miner 
fails to produce to the le-vel of contractual commitmen ts. The miner's objective, 
then, should be to assemble an equipment fleet that meets the desired level of 
production at the least cost without significant deviation from required capacity. 
For example, in a dragline or stripping shovel operation where the primary stripper 
is the major investment component, adequate support equipment must be available to 
keep the primary stripper working at full capacity. If scrapers are used as 
primary strippers, the number of pushers must be matched to the number of scrapers. 

The purpose of this paper is to illustrate the capabilities of an analytical model 
developed to calculate the production capacity and the costs of various combina
tions of coal-mining machinery. The model matches the numbers of each type of 
machine resulting in the least cost machine combination. First, a conceptual 
framework for cost calculations and machine matching is developed and illustrated. 
Next the costs of operating various loader-truck combinations at a given level of 
f'HHh1chon Rre evaluated. Finally, various examples are usrd..t50 illustrate how the 
interaction of costs and production levels determine the leas·e cost combination of 
different sizes and types of machines under various joh situa tions. 

II. MEIBODOLOGY 

The ort imal machinery complement is achieved by selecting that combination which 
l :·l".·i dr·s the desi r ed production under the most prevalent mining conditions at the 
least cost, yet still has the capability to maintain production under the most 
adverse conditions encountered. To choose an optimal machinery complement, the 
miner must first determine the order in which mining tasks are to be performed 
based on topography, overburden characteristics, and the mining plan. Desired 
annuRl production, often obtained from contractual commitments, determines total 
volume of material to be moved. Types and sizes of equipment in the miner's 
opportunity set depend on mining conditions, his financial situation, and availa
bility of new or used equipment. 

Hourly machine production is determined from cycle time and production per cycle 
which is affected by machinery size and overburden characteristics such as type of 
strata, hardness, swell factor, and bucket fill factor; Cycle time for mobile 
units is determined from grades, length of haul, rolling resistance, machine 
availability, job efficiency and acceleration characteristics of the ma chine. 

Mining costs depend on hourly production, machine costs per hour, and investment. 
The specific mining costs attributable to machinery include owning costs (depre
ciation, interest, taxes, and insurance) and operating costs (fuel, labor , 
lubricants, maintenance and replacement items). Dividing total cost per hour by 
expected production per hour gives cost per unit of production. Figure 1 shows 
the information required, machine selection process flow, cost calculation, and 
output information used in the selection of equipment for a mine. A complete 
discussion of expected production per hour and cost per ton calculations for 



m.achin2s OJ.kt:ating inueµeudently is included in Otte and Boe.hlje (10). This paper 
disr: 1.?sses h nw the most efficirnt ;rnd h e.n ee l e i1st cos t m,.1chine combinations are 2 
c~lc:uL1ted nnc·e eith e r co st ;rnd pr orl11ction cn(~ ffi cients hove. bce.n determine d. 

Minin g t ::s k 8 s 11ch AS l oa ding ;rnd l1 :1 11lin 1: cc 1 n l or pu c;h-l o,1din g scrapers r 0quire two 
di~ f L- r t·i 1l t :-JH'.S nf r::achine s, L e: . J o.,:~·~r:- :::, cl tru cl·.s o r sc ri1pers nnd bi.11.ld oze rs. 
The tot;il amount of production that c .1n he 0ht,1in ed depends on the interaction 
,.-.!::icicncy of n . .::ic hines as i..,e.11 2.s r.Liurly i' •·o.:luct.i0n ca p.1ci ty of e;ich machine . hlien 
~~chi nes , And thus production capacity, come in large. lumps for each unit added, 
th e interac t ion of combinations he comes i.rwort;in t in the se lection process. For 
instance , with loa der-truck co;;;binaUons, th e m.ich i.ne interaction efficiency 
changes with the absolute size or the r elat .i.ve proportion of each in the combina
tion be cause of machine interference and wait time. 1 The relative proportion of 
ea ch machine in the combination influ ences both total production and the efficiency 
of the machines. The relationship between relative proportion of individual units 
a nd their operating cycle time results in a specific match ratio which is calcu
l ated from the number and cycle time of each type of machine. The match ratio 
provid es a method for determining the. i11t c ra c tion efficiency of different machinery 
combinations and is determined as follows: 

N. s. 
l J (1) M= 

Nj Si 

where: 

M = match ratio 

Ni number of machine type i 

Sj = cycle time for machine type j 

Nj number of machine type j 

S. = cycle time for machine type i 
l 

The match ratio relates the interaction efficiency of one type of machine to 
anoth e r type of machine for various m:-i chine c ombinations. Figure 2 shows the 
rcl3tion s hip be tween ma tch r atio o~d i nr 0 r~ction effic i ency for coal loaders and 
haule rs. The tv:o linear sq;me.nts rq :- cs0r.. t the t i1eo r et ica l inte raction efficiency . 
A match ratio of one (1) results in the optimal interaction efficiency for the 
machine combination. 

A disc us s ion of several points on Figure 2 should clarify the relationship among 
match ratio, interaction efficiency, and production. Point A represents a 
combina ti on of one loader filling ten trucks. Assume the truck cycle time is ten 
minutes a nd the time r e quired by the loader to fill the truck is two minutes . This 
c<1mbination has a match ratio of two (2). The loader is fully employed but the 
trucks are under-utilized. The efficiency for the loader is high because it is 
f ully emp l oye d, but the combination is expensive because the trucks have a large 
amoun t of wait time. Adding another loader gives a match ratio of one (1) illus
trated by point Bon the theoretical int e raction efficiency curve . This combina
tion has a 100 percent loader interaction efficiency, resulting in twice as much 
production, maximum truck utilization and a lower unit cost than point A. 

There is a limit on the number of loaders that can be added and still increase 
production. With a specified amount of truck hauling capacity, adding loaders 
will eventually result in interaction efficiencies of less than one which reduces 
the efficiency of all loaders. Point Con Figure 1 shows the efficiency of four 

1 
The interaction efficiency changes and production fluctuations are non-

linear as additional units are added in a combination. 
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loaders and ten trucks. The theoretical interaction efficiency is 50 percent, so 
the four loaders only load half their theoretical capacity. The trucks are fully 
utilized, but the total cost is higher than point B, because more loaders are 

employed. 

Be cause of traffic congestion and other vehicle interference which lengthens the 
cycle time, the theoretical interaction efficiency is never obtained under actual 
mining conditions; consequently, theoretical interaction efficiency must be dera
ted. Over an extended period, the time lost (wait time) due to these random 
fluctuations for each machine combination (match ratio) falls into a normal dis
tribution. The mean of the wait time distribution can be determined for ench 
match ratio, and this mean is then subtracted from the theoretical interaction 
efficiency for each combination. The result is the derated actual interaction 
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fi gure 2 . Tnt ~raction effici e nci e s r esu lt i n g fr om various combinations of 4 
l n, , rl c rs n nd haul e rs d e t e r min e d b y m,1tch ratio 
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effi ci e ncy curve also shown in Figure 2. 

Eac h m:1t c h r atio i d ent i fies a point on the actual interaction efficiency curve, and 
t h is C' f f jc i c n r y i s tl1 c n u se d i n the :1c tu 2 l pr0du c tjon ca l c ula tions. The r e lation
!:>hlµs d t,10 11g 11 ,a t c h ra t io , ac tua l i n teraction eff i cien c y and production for p o ints D, 
E, a nd F o n t h e d e r a ted actual i nteraction e ffici e n c y curve are similar to the re
la t io n s h ip s for po i nts A, B, and Con the theoretical interaction efficiency curve 
disrus s ed above . Tl1 e loa der is used as a b ase in th is example (and in Figure 1) 
h e r a u s e maximum pro du c t ion c apability d e p ends on its c a pacity to ioad coal to be 
haule d away f r om the mi. ne. Si mi lar curv e s can b e d eveloped for haulers a nd are 
used whe n h a u ling c apac ity is the most limiting operation in a process requiring 
comhination s of mac h i nes (e. g. doz e rs pus h loading scrapers). 

Expec t e d h ourly production is calculated from the actual interaction efficiency as: 

where: 

Pik expe cted hourly production for machine i 
(load or haul) in combination k 

A = 
i 

actual production capability of machine type i working without other 
vehicle interference 

Nik number of machines of type i in combination k 



En_ =- interaction efficiency of rr.achine i W( ,rking in .:onbination k 
5 

Once the~ expected hourly combi.n;1tion produc:tion is co]cuL.1tc-d, the number of hours 
Ll 1r· C\>r,, , in:1ti.nn will 'be required t(.l wu d : t o m,·e: t co ntract r(:qtiire:rncnt~ is d e t t-n:i ined 
;is : 

J/Pik 

where: 

Hk = annual working hours re4uired for combination k 

J = annual mine output desired 

• Since high cost penalties occur if machines have excess capacity, the existence of 
excess capacity must be determined: 

J 
( 4) R 

n M 

where: 

as: 

Rri = combination hourly production which would give desired annual output with
out overtime or excess capacity 

M = number of working hours per year in number of shifts designated by the 
miner 

If Pik >~•machine combination k has excess capacity., 

Owning and operating costs for a particular machine combination are calculated 

where: 

total owning the operating cost per hour for all machines in combination 
k 

number of units of machine i in combination k 

0~~1ing and operating cost per hour for one unit of machine i in combina
tion k 

- M 

Ui is the owning and operating costs per hour for one unit of machine i with
out labor costs 

L· 1 is the hourly labor wage of machine i operator 

Bi is the labor benefits paid to machine i operator (B. = f 
1 

(hours, tons)) 

Di is the labor wage differential among shifts for machine i operators 

Qi is the overtime labor wage differential for machine i operators 



denotes the fraction of overtime hours 6 

,\fte r t lit· tl,t;iJ custs are ca1c11lrllf'd, tl1 1: cost/Lon of production is c alculated as 
in cqu~tions (8) or (9) 

(8) u r ik 
'S- R then Kt =r Tk/Pik n' 

(9) If pik > Rn' then Kt "' T /R k n 

where: 

Kt = cost per ton of production 

Equ;ition (9) penalizes excess capacity by spreading the higher costs associated 
with higher potential productive capability over the lower rate of production.2 

III . MATCHING LOADERS AND TRUCKS 

The following tables illustrate how the matching program is used to select the 
optimal number of wheel tractor loaders and off highway trucks to load and haul two 
million tons of coal annually. Alternative sizes and types of loaders and trucks 
will be included in the analysis in both single and double shif t operations. 

As curr ently structured, the computer model calculates cost per unit of production 
for combinations including up to 25 hauling units and 10 loading units . Table 1 
shows data generated for selected combinations of 3 cubic yard loaders loading 36 
cubic year trucks which haul coal from the pit in one shift per day . A single shift 
has 1813 operating hours per year, requiring minimum capacity of 1103 tons per hour 
to remove the annual production of 2 million tons from the pit. Combinations in 
Table 1 with hourly production less than 1103 tons per hour must work overtime, 
wl1ile c:oniliinations with production capacity greater than 1103 tons per hour have 
excess capacity. The total cost is the sum of owning and operating costs per hour 
for all loaders and trucks, and reflects the cost of all applicable overtime. For 
example, using the combination of 7 trucks and 4 loaders, the normal shift owning 
and operating cost would be $652.16 per hour. (7 trucks x $64 . 36/truck/l hour)+ 
(4 lo2dcrs x $50.41/loader/hour). The $48.22 per hour cost differential between 
$6 .:<:: . J·~/lll ' llr dnd $700 .38/hour shown in Tahle 1 r ep r esents the increase in average 
total hourly machine cost resulting from higher hourly cost for overtime operation. 

Table 1. Match Ratio, Cost and Production, and Cost Per Unit of Production for 
Different Combinations of 3-Cubic Yard Loaders and 36-Cubic Yard Trucks Loading 
2 Million Tons of Coal Annually in One Shift. 

Number 
of Trucks 

7 
8 
9 

7 
8 
9 

7 
8 
9 

Number 
of Loaders 

4 
4 
4 

5 
5 
5 

6 
6 
6 

Match 
ratio 
0.92 
1.06 
1.19 

0.74 
0.85 
0.95 

0.62 
0. 70 
0.79 

Combination Owning 
and Operating 

Cost ($ /hr) 
700.38 
756.82 
814.80 

748.55 
802.04 
861.15 

798.08 
848.94 
913.26 

Production 
,(BCY or T/hr) 

939.4 
1030.3 
1109. 3 

987.5 
1099.4 
1199.2 

1016.0 
1136.7 
1257.5 

Cost per 
Ton (S/T) 

0. 746 
o. 736 
0.738 

0.758 
0.730 
0.780 

0.786 
0.769 
0.828 

2since the owning costs are calculated per operating hour, a higher capacity 
combination can achieve production with less hours of operation; therefore, the ex
cess capacity penalty is slightly understated using standard accounting practices. 



T~e costs in Table 1 are calculated by first determining hours of overtime opera
ti on r -:.., <7ui r- c d. 0-..:ertime labor :rnd benc fits costs are cal cul,,. ted by multiplying 
th t: c1 \·,.· rt ir,c charge by the numher of uni ls by the hours of overtime for each unit. 
1, -:- :!l n <:11 -,• \ ' • r: ii ::e <'1 1c rc1t!ng cc' s ls :111u !nr:11 <J'v' ' rt.i 11-~ c,per ,<J.ting L:osts are then 
n<ld <' <l t t > d r:• : r•rniine tot;il cost to :1tt.:iin ~lie clr•'.drrd pr oduction for a given 
:11;-i chin i: ry sr t. This total is then divi ·L_. ,i l,y th e hL't1rly production to .obtain the 
costs per ton shown in Table 1. 

In combinations with excess cr1pacity, the non-overtime shift hourly cost fcir each 
unit i.s us~ d to calculate total owning · and 01 ,~ rnting cost because no overtime must 
be worked; consequently, total costs are divided by 1103 tons per hour (produc
tion required per hour to meet contract output) rather than the actual production 
capacity which increases cost per ton. 

In Table 1, the combination of 8 trucks and 5 loaders has the lowest cost per unit 
of output, but must work 6 hours of overtime to achieve the desired production. 
The c ombination of 9 trucks and 5 loc1d e rs would 1rnve a cost of $0. 718 per ton if 
it i..:orked at its capacity of 1199. 2 tons pe r hour, hut the total cost for this 
combination is spread over the required output of 1103 tons per hour, resulting 
in a higher cost per ton. 

The least cost combination of 8 trucks and 5 loaders has hourly capacity closest 
to 1103 tons per hour at 3.6 tons per hour under-capacity. Because the combina
tion of 9 trucks and 4 loaders has the second smallest deviation in hourly 
capacity (+6.3 tons per hour) from the required 1103 tons per hour, it would be 
expected to display the second lowest cost per ton of output, but the combination 
of 8 trucks and 4 loaders actually repres ents the second best alternative. The 
cost difference is a function of the match ratio and the trade off between over
time and new investment. The better match ratio for the 8 truck-4 loader com
bination results in a more favorable interaction efficiency. 

Within the decision making range, an additional ma chjne unit has decreasing 
marginal productivity. If an eighth truck is added to the 7 truck-4 loader com
bination, total hourly production would increase by 90.0 tons, while a ninth 
truck would increase total hourly production by only 79.0 tons. Similarly, 
additional loaders, when added to a fixed number of trucks, have decreasing 
marginal productivity. For example, as a fifth loader is added to the 7 truck-4 
l o .:id cr c om}, ination, total hourly production lncrc ,7ses by 48.10 tons, and a sixth 
loa der would r esult in a production inc rea s e of onlv 28.5 tons per hour. 

When relatively small increases in production are needed, the operator can obtain 
the production at less cost by working existing machines overtime and paying 
hi ghe r operating costs (overtime labor) rather ~han adding more units which 
in c reas e total owning costs. Overtime operation decreases owning cost per ton by 
spreading a lower fixed cost over the same level of production. In fact, in each 
situation analyzed, the least-cost combination of loaders and trucks works some 
overtime to achieve the desired level of production; thus, it appears that a 
higher penalty is assessed against excess capacity than against under capacity. 

Table 2 summa rizes the costs per ton for selected machine combinations from Table 
1. Th e group of low costs in the center of the matrix represents the decision 
making range. Very high costs appear in the upper right ($4.485/Ton) and lower 
left ($6.545/Ton) because loader and truck units are poorly matched. In the 
lower right, relatively high costs reflect excess capacity of both types of 
machines. 

The result of changing to larger loading and hauling equipment is illustrated in 
Table 3. The optimal combination in this situation includes a smaller number of 
each type of machine (three loaders and six trucks); however, the cost of 
$0.729 per ton is essentially the same as the $0.730 cost for the smaller units. 

With the smaller equipment (Table 2) the next lowest cost combination includes one 

7 
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le_s s Joader than the least cost comlnnation; conversely, w1.lh larger equipr.ic:n t 8 
(T ,,b] c 3) tlte ne}:t Jowest cost comhi.natinn in c 111cl es one less truck . In both c.,ses, 
in\· c·s tmr-nt :ind mming And C>pi~rating costs ;ire J ow(• r f o rt-he load e r than the truck, 
1, 1·i~C h jlllJj ,·:: tr:s 1 l1. ,t t lie ue~:t J c,1-'eS L cost ,·: ·i:i'bi11:1tion dor•s not .1 1·.,.Jys r esu]t fn,m 
a chant-'.e in one unit of the lowe r cost - l r•w~ r invc.: r~t 11,cnt m,qchine . 

'fable 2 . Summnry Matrix of Cost Per Ton of Coal for 3-Cubic Yard Loader and 36-
Cubic Yard Truck Combinatjons 3 

Number of Trucks Number o f Loaders 
1 . . 4 5 6 10 
------------Dollars per Ton - ------------

1 b 2.096 2 . 494 2.892 4.485 

5 1.486 0.812 0 . 859 0 . 906 1.175 

7 1.992 0. 746 0.758 0 . 786 o. 921 
8 2.245 0 . 736 0 . 730 0 . 769 0.954 
9 2.498 0.738 0.780 0 . 828 1.015 

15 4.016 1.088 1.138 1.188 1. 381 

25 6.545 1. 678 1. 729 1. 779 2.069 

aNormal production hours in one shift - 1813 

b 

N€eded average hourly production - 1103 tons 
Optimal number of loaders 5 
Optimal number of trucks 8 
Cost per ton with least-cost 

combina t ion 
Investment per Loader 
Investment per truck 

Owning and operating cost per hour 
f or 1 loader with no overtime 

O\rning ;in d ope rating cost per hour 
for 1 truck with no overtime 

- $0.730/ton 
- $106,865 
- $146,593 

$39.38/hr 

- $49.24/hr 

It is not physically possible for this combination to work enough hours to load 
two million tons of coal annually at the rate of 148 . 3 tons per hour. Therefore, 
this combination would not be physically feasible . 

Changing to a double shift operation results in lower costs as illustrated in 
Table 4, and a shift from the optimal combination of 5 loaders and 8 trucks (Table 
2) to 2 loaders and 4 trucks. Fewer machines are required; therefore, lower 
capital investment and fixed (owning) costs are spread over the same production. 
The r esul t is a decrease of almost $0.10 in costs per ton . In the double shift 
ope ration (Table 4) the 4 trucks spend more time waiting to be filled than do the 
8 trucks in the single shift operation (Table 1). In contrast, the 2 loaders in 
the double shift are more fully employed than the 5 in the single shift. With 
fewer machines required to obtain the annual output, costs increase faster as 
number of loaders or trucks is decreased from the optimal combination. 

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

High investment and operating cost require miners to make maximum utilization of 
the equipment they select. To fully utilize equipment, the individual units of 
the equipment set should be selected to attain the most profitable match ratio and 
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Table 3. Combination Owning and Operating Cosl , Hourly Production and Cost per Un i t of Produc tion fo r 4 Cubi c Yard Loaders 
and 51-Cub i c Yar d Trucks Loadi n g Two Milli r, n Tons of Coal Annually in One Shift . a 

Number 
of Number of Loaders 

Trucks 

a 

2 3 
Combination Combination 

Owning & Cost per Owning & Cost per 
Operating Product i on ton Operating Production ton 

Costs ($/hr) (T/hr) ($/T) Costs ($/hr) (T/hr) ($/T) 

5 615.81 751. 6 0.819 676.16 914.4 o. 739 

6 706.70 771. 6 0 .916 757.03 1038.2 o. 729 

7 798.15 779 .1 1. 024 839.03 1128 .1 0.760 

Normal production hours in one shift - 1813 hours 
Required hourly production to load and haul 2 million tons in 1 shift 1103 tons 
Optimal number of loaders - 3 
Optimal number of truckers - 6 
Cost per ton with least-cost combina tion $0.7 29/ton 
Investment per loader $152,655 
Investment per truck $204,433 
Owning and operating cost per hour fo r 1 l oader with no overtime $50.30/hour 
Owning and operating cost _per hour f or 1 truck with no overtime $66.13/hour 

Combination 
Owning & 

Operating 
Costs ($/hr) 

741.75 

817.34 

904. 77 

SJAJ__f. LIBRARY CU.V:,\'l::i~lvl ... v'r IV H/'"\ 
Historical Building 

DES MOINES. IOWA 50319 

------- - -- -------

4 

Cos t per 
Product i on ton 

(T /hr) ($/ T) 

966. 7 o. 767 

1129. J 0 .7 41 

1264. l 0 .8 20 

\0 
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Table 4. Combination Owning and Operating Co st , Hourly Produc tion and Cost per Unit of Product ion for J-Cuh i.c Y,1 rci 
and 36-Cubic Yard Trucks Loading Two Millil' n Tons of Coal Annually in Two Shiftsa 

Number 
of Number of Loaders 

Trucks 

1 2 3 
Combination Combination Combination 

. ' ._, ,1ce r s 

Owning & Cost per Owning & Cost per Owning & Cus t ;:ier 

3 

4 

5 

Operating Production ton Operating Production ton Operating 
Costs ($/hr) (T /hr) ($/T) Co sts ($/hr) (T/hr) ($/hr) Costs ($/hr) 

230. 96 288.8 0.800 275.42 419.2 0.657 322.06 

289.87 293.1 0.989 I 328.62 515.2 0.638 372.42 

348.89 293.1 1.190 

I 
328.59 563.0 0.693 421.03 

a 
Normal produc tion hours in two shif t: :, - 3625 
Required hourly production to load and haul 2 million t ons in 2 shifts - 552 tons 
Optimal number of loaders - 2 
Optimal numbe r of trucks - 4 
Cost per ton with least-cost combin,1ti.c1n - $0.638/ton 

Product ion 
(T/hr.2_ 

444. tl 

568, /1 

f> 79, IJ 

ton 
($/T) 

'.) . 7 '24 

0 . 67 5 

.J . 71"i3 

r-' 
0 



i utc r nct i on e ffi c iency. A rnjning cost ge nerator and machine matching program were 
d~·; e: l 1·pC' d t o ca l culate production nnd m,•nin g ,ind r. pc-> rn t in g costs f or individual 
TT1.-1cl1incs and then determine cost per 11n1t o f outp11t f o r c;:i ch combination. 

Th ~ ,.,,..?h in.1t.inn with th e Jm,:est cos t pe r un i t o f out·n11t i s optima l. Th e cos t cal
cuLit i L1 n r ef l c c ts cost pen.:11 ties f or both :.11dcr 2nd e:{ccss capacity ba s ed 0n o,·e r
time ope r a ti on and machine interaction effi c i ency . Hourly pr oduction, inve stment, 
<1 nd cv:n in s and operating cost: per ho ur for eac h t ype of ni a cliine are the most i.m
port ant var i ables in determining cost per unit of output. The match r a ti o and 
j nt ,.- r ;-,r•t iu n ef f ic i enc y app ear to be come more import ant a s the numbe r of machines 
wo rk i ng in c ombination increases. The relative cost of under- and excess-capacity 
are de termined by analyzing the impact on total cost and total production of a one 
ma chine i ncrease or decrease of each type of unit in the combination, not by 
examining what that machine is theoretically capable of accomplishing by itself. 

The results of the analysis for coal hauling indica te that the optimal number of 
l ande rs and trucks in combination chan ge s wi th the mining pl a n. As the number of 
s hi f ts i nc r eases, f ewer machines are required. The ref ore, lower total owning 
costs a re spread over the same level of output, thus decreasing total cost per 
ton. I n the cases examined, the least- co s t combination always include s some over
time, which indicates that when small increase s in production are required, over
time operation can attain the production at a lower cost per unit than through 
additional capital investment in equipment . If overtime were not available, the 
least-cost combination would include more equipment and have a higher cost per 
unit of output, which suggests that excess capacity is more costly than under 
ca pac ity. Miners ca n use this program to calculate production, the costs of using 
specifi ed sizes and numbers of machines, the effects of adding more machines and 
the level of overtime needed . to meet specified levels of production. 
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